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AVaST Officer Elections PRESIDENT: The president is responsible for managing meetings, events, competitions, club spending, and fundraisers. He/she must also resolve all conflicts that involve the team as a whole.



Sophia Yang Hello Amador Valley Science Team! My name is Sophia Yang and I am running to be your President! When most people think of me, they think DECA or the girl who is struggling with her five AP's, but I sure hope there is more than that to me. I am passionate about leading AVaST to the best it can be next year. To go over my qualifications briefly, I have had the opportunity to experience firsthand the process of leading a science olympiad team while working with Harvest Park Middle School this past year. From designing the try out process to reviewing applications and coaching the students, I am experienced with the process and passionate about leading AVaST. Students chose to be in science team because they have an interest in science, and as president, I hope to be able to build upon this foundation to help students grow and fully experience what science team has to offer. As one of California DECA's six state officers, I serve as the VP of Communications to connect over 4,500 members across California and create a valuable experience for every member. In addition to leadership experience, I have been actively involved with AVaST. Freshmen year, I placed first in Dynamic Planet and third in Write it Do it at BARSO. Sophomore year, I placed first in Write it Do it and fifth in Bungee Drop at BARSO, and then second in Technical Problem Solving at State. I understand the dedication and motivation that is required to succeed in competition for Science Olympiad and I want to be able to lead students to achieve competitive excellence. Effective leadership is not about making speeches or being liked because it is defined by results. As President, I hope to lead AVaST to SOAR with Sophia. I want to provide Support for students to help them with their events and also with any other frustrations or conflicts that arise. Also, I want to students to have more Opportunities to be involved in science, beyond science olympiad. For example, providing information on science fairs, internships, or research opportunities over the summer for the students will be helpful in their own personal growth. Working with my officer team and the students, I want to lead the team to Accomplishments. This year was very competitively successful, but we can do even better. I want Amador Valley to become the name that everyone groans to because we just keep winning everything. As a team working together, we can accomplish anything! Finally, after competition is over, we will Reflect on the past and see where we made our mistakes and where our regrets are so that we can improve even more the following year. Thank you to each and every individual of AVaST for taking the time to read my written statement. I hope to be able to make your science team experience as memorable as possible. I know mine was. I will never forget putting electric wires into HCL or conquering my fear of heights thanks to ladders and bungee drop. There really is not a moment when I am not laughing with my teammates and enjoying doing what I love. Thank you again for reading, and remember to SOAR with Cynthia Chen Hey guys, this is Cynthia Chen. I'm currently a junior and I'm running to be your next Science Team President. I've been actively competing in Science Olympiad since 8th grade and it's been an amazing ride from learning how to make a cell to teaching my friend how to read music. As Treasurer this year, I got to work closely with the other officers to run this club. I’m hardworking, organized, and reliable. I helped create the SciOly tryout process and helped proctor Science Bowl tryouts. I took charge of the Science Team shirts, designing and ordering them. (Hope you guys like them and thanks for wearing them by the way. Makes me smile when I see you guys wear it at 1



school.) I also hosted team meetings to make sure our team does well competitively. For me, I won 2nd in technical problem solving and 4th in geologic mapping at states this year. Last year at BARSO, I managed to get 2nd in forensics, 2nd in experimental design, and 3rd in write it do it. Next year, I want everybody to walk away from Science Olympiad with at least one medal around his or her neck. One of my main goals for next year is increasing participation. Sure we do well in competitions. Sure we know each other well. But I don’t want our membership to be only limited to the 30 people who compete. As president next year, I’ll be finding more opportunities for students. I’ll try to find opportunities that don’t limit the amount of people. I also want to raise Science Team’s recognition around campus. For all our time and dedication, I think we deserve some applause. Before I end this, I want to thank all the seniors especially Christine, Rose, and Ian for being a part of my Science Team experience. You guys have been key individuals that truly drive the success of the team. While you guys are having fun, crying, or studying in college, I want to continue the legacy of Amador’s Science Team and bring it to new heights. I love spending my time with the team. It’s fun listening to you guys sing to Frozen, watching you guys use chopsticks in builds, or just playing games with you guys after competing. We’re a group of such strange intelligent people that all our quirks somehow come together and form the perfect team. Show up on Wednesday and get your pen to vote for Chen! Thanks for reading this. Janel Lee Hey there, AVaST! My name’s Janel, and I’m a rising senior running for President. I want to share a little bit about myself before I go into my qualifications and experience for this position. I joined AVaST back in middle school because I had no idea what I wanted to do in the future and thought STEM was a good start. For the past 6 years, I grew up with AVaST, and it has not only helped me decide my career path but also helped me mature both as a person and a leader. I know that I share this experience with many of you, and as President, my most important goal will be to make this experience a reality for many others. I’ve seen first-hand what it takes to run AVaST and have the proper hands-on experience to continue its success. I’ve been part of Team A/Purple in Science Olympiad for the past three years and have gotten top three at State, while I also reached the Silver Division in USACO and 2nd place at the Intel ISEF. Thus, competitively, I realize the importance of providing opportunities for our members. Most importantly, though, as a current officer, I’ve become familiar with the actual process of organizing club activities. Having been the President of Math Team, I was in charge of the planning and execution of Fall Start Up, NCCQM, Math Madness, AMC 10/12, and other events that have prepared me to handle the registration, preparation, and performance of our team for the Academic Pentathlon. I have the skills in organization, problem-solving, and resolving conflicts and have actually applied them. It’s also important to be flexible and dependable, and I learned through my experience as a SciOly captain this year, through which I planned meeting schedules, opened my house up for meetings, checked progress of teammates, and motivated members. I think, though, that in addition to qualifications and experience, what’s essential is dedication. I have been devoted to AVaST since middle school, and I can confidently say that AVaST is a lifechanging experience. Next year, we’ll be losing some very strong members of the team, and I have prepared myself to carry on the legacy. Next year I will actively work to recruit members, welcome both new and returning members, and become a reliable figure as President for our members. To lower costs, I have had experience in fundraising through Key Club, and having organized over ten different events that were all successful, I’ll do the same for Science Team. I know that a research division in Science Team has been debated but never implemented, but going to ISEF for me was a major highlight in my high school career. Unfortunately, only a few people from Science Team entered science fairs this year, 2



so next year, I will continue to promote summer programs but also help students become involved in research for science fairs. I really love our team. I still remember being part of the first team to ever make it to State and will actively work so that this continuous growth never ends. And although I do love the bits of nagging teammates to work or eating pizza together or stalking members to take photos at a competition...it’s the memories we make. I have committed myself to AVaST for the past few years and will continue to be hard-working for the upcoming year. Thanks for reading and I hope you consider Janel for President! ____________________________________________________________________________________



VP OF COMMUNICATIONS: He/she aids the president in communicating meeting times, events, and deadlines to team members.



Sophia Yang Hello Amador Valley Science Team! My name is Sophia Yang and I am running to be your VP of Communications! When most people think of me, they think DECA or the girl who is struggling with her five AP's, but I sure hope there is more than that to me. I am passionate about leading AVaST to the best it can be next year. To go over my qualifications briefly, I have had the opportunity to experience firsthand the process of leading a science olympiad team while working with Harvest Park Middle School this past year. From designing the try out process to reviewing applications and coaching the students, I am experienced with the process and passionate about leading AVaST. Students chose to be in science team because they have an interest in science, and as VP of Communications, I hope to be able to build upon this foundation to help students grow and fully experience what science team has to offer. As one of California DECA's six state officers, I serve as the VP of Communications to connect over 4,500 members across California and create a valuable experience for every member. In addition to leadership experience, I have been actively involved with AVaST. Freshmen year, I placed first in Dynamic Planet and third in Write it Do it at BARSO. Sophomore year, I placed first in Write it Do it and fifth in Bungee Drop at BARSO, and then second in Technical Problem Solving at State. I understand the dedication and motivation that is required to succeed in competition for Science Olympiad and I want to be able to lead students to achieve competitive excellence. Effective leadership is not about making speeches or being liked because it is defined by results. As VP of Communications, I hope to lead AVaST to SOAR with Sophia. I want to provide Support for students to help them with their events and also with any other frustrations or conflicts that arise. Also, I want to students to have more Opportunities to be involved in science, beyond science olympiad. For example, providing information on science fairs, internships, or research opportunities over the summer for the students will be helpful in their own personal growth. Working with my officer team and the students, I want to lead the team to Accomplishments. This year was very competitively successful, but we can do even better. I want Amador Valley to become the name that everyone groans to because we just keep winning everything. As a team working together, we can accomplish anything! Finally, after competition is over, we will Reflect on the past and see where we made our mistakes and where our regrets are so that we can improve even more the following year. Thank you to each and every individual of AVaST for taking the time to read my written statement. I hope to be able to make your science team experience as memorable as possible. I know mine was. I will never forget putting electric wires into HCL or conquering my fear of heights thanks to ladders and bungee drop. There really is not a moment when I am not laughing with my teammates and enjoying doing what I love. Thank you again for reading, and remember to SOAR with Sophia!
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Cynthia Chen Hey guys, this is Cynthia Chen. I'm currently a junior and I'm running to be your next Science Team Vice President of Communications. I've been actively competing in Science Olympiad since 8th grade and it's been an amazing ride from learning how to make a cell to teaching my friend how to read music. As Treasurer this year, I got to work closely with the other officers to run this club. I’m hardworking, organized, and reliable. I helped create the SciOly tryout process and helped proctor Science Bowl tryouts. I took charge of the Science Team shirts, designing and ordering them. (Hope you guys like them and thanks for wearing them by the way. Makes me smile when I see you guys wear it at school.) I also hosted team meetings to make sure our team does well competitively. For me, I won 2nd in technical problem solving and 4th in geologic mapping at states this year. Last year at BARSO, I managed to get 2nd in forensics, 2nd in experimental design, and 3rd in write it do it. Next year, I want everybody to walk away from Science Olympiad with at least one medal around his or her neck. One of my main goals for next year is increasing participation. Sure we do well in competitions. Sure we know each other well. But I don’t want our membership to be only limited to the 30 people who compete. As VP of communications next year, I’ll be finding more opportunities for students. I’ll try to find opportunities that don’t limit the amount of people. I also want to raise Science Team’s recognition around campus. For all our time and dedication, I think we deserve some applause. Before I end this, I want to thank all the seniors especially Christine, Rose, and Ian for being a part of my Science Team experience. You guys have been key individuals that truly drive the success of the team. While you guys are having fun, crying, or studying in college, I want to continue the legacy of Amador’s Science Team and bring it to new heights. I love spending my time with the team. It’s fun listening to you guys sing to Frozen, watching you guys use chopsticks in builds, or just playing games with you guys after competing. We’re a group of such strange intelligent people that all our quirks somehow come together and form the perfect team. Show up on Wednesday and get your pen to vote for Chen! Thanks for reading this. Cynthia Tu Hello! My name is Catherine Tu. I will be a junior next year, and I'm running for Vice President of Communications. I've participated in Science Team events since freshman year, and this year I've participated in events such as USACO open, USABO open, and AV Novice Quizbowl. I would like to become an officer next year to involve myself more in Science Team. A love for science and the initiative to take responsibility and lead others are two important aspects for somebody who wants to be an officer of the Science Team. I have already taken the initiative to spread my passion for science and instruct others: this summer, I have been selected to intern in science at a university. I also have a mastery of science, having taken and performed well in AP Chemistry and AP Biology, and I will soon have a solid foundation in AP Computer Science as well. I have also been a leader in other areas as well, which have allowed me to develop my personal character traits. As a chief editor and an intern at organizations and newspapers involved with connecting different cultures bridging the cultures of America and China, I am responsible for overseeing tasks and organizing materials, and I am used to working with deadlines. Having been a Key Club officer and as a vice-president of French Honor Society in the coming year, I can skillfully complete the tasks required of an officer in an on-campus club, and my peers believe that I am able to successfully lead them to achieve their goals or to learn more about the world. As the Director of Operations of Imaginarium, an innovation competition, I am able to effectively plan and manage competitive events and resources. I want to bring these skills to lead Science Team, especially since I absolutely love science and I plan to develop a career in this area. I also want to help other students achieve their goals and to foster an interest in science, and I feel that I would be able to do this best as an officer of Science Team. 4



I hope to share my knowledge and enthusiasm for science with Science Team as a leader. Thank you very much, and vote for Catherine as your Vice President of Communications! Steven Chang Hello everyone, As a three year veteran in Science Team, I've taken every opportunity offered to me. I've done Science Olympiad and Science Bowl for three years, and most of the Science Pentathalon. I've gained great friends. What I've noticed is that all of our members have had the same goal: to learn and enjoy science (and win competitions, of course). I haven't always won (in fact, its a one-time event, courtesy to Ria Shroff and Ishan Agrawal), but I have always tried my best (stayed up 'til 2 the day of Science Olympiad). Now, I want to apply my efforts towards the team, to offer all of you opportunities that will help you achieve your goals. As VP, I will promptly relay important information ASAP and will do my absolute best to choose teams appropriately and react to conflicts with intelligent solutions (not that they're alive). Don't worry, I won't spontaneously combust during these reactions ;). Anyways, enjoy your last weeks of school! :D Kelly Chen I plan to run for the positions of VP of Communications and Secretary. I would be a good candidate for either of these positions because I have strong writing skills, a necessary talent for communicating with the Science Team through text (i.e. email). Additionally, I've participated in a competition called Odyssey of the Mind for five years, qualifying for the World Finals for the last three, so I have plenty of experience with Build events. I also experienced the wonders of three different study events in my SciOly year at Harvest Park (last year, when I was in 8th grade), which gave me a taste of the type of dedication that something like Science Team demands. One major improvement I would suggest for SciOly and, indeed, Science Team in general, is modifying the meetings so that they are more productive, either by reducing the amount of time spent in meetings (by shortening the meeting times or by decreasing the frequency of the meetings) or by increasing the amount of work available to the team members each meeting. The main problem right now is that many SciOly members aren't attending the meetings because there simply isn't enough important content each meeting to warrant spending their lunchtime sitting in a classroom instead of doing homework or chatting with friends outside. With these proposed changes in effect, however, we can expect to see a drastic improvement in attendance for both the seasoned SciOly contributors and the fresh new additions to the team. Some may think that since I'm a relatively inexperienced applicant for these positions (a freshman this year), I would not be as strong a choice for officer as an older candidate might be. However, I argue that this only proves my talent and dedication to SciOly, as I made the team as a freshman, I placed 4th in the Elastic Launched Glider event as a freshman (and with a fellow freshman as a partner, no less), and I decided to run for office when I'm still just a freshman. True, I'll only be a sophomore next year, but that doesn't make me any less qualified to run for these positions. I have the skill and the motivation to be a great VP of Communications or Secretary next year, so vote for Kelly J. Chen. Varun Govil I would like to be your VP of Communications next year. This year's officer team has done an amazing job in both competitions and in their style of leadership. I believe that my prior experience in officer positions for multiple clubs this year, including the Bay Area wide Capture the Dream organization has given me both the skills and experience needed to do an excellent job. In addition, I have proven to be a competent leader on the field of science as a participant of our Science Bowl team for both my freshman and sophomore years, with a great amount of improvement after hours of hard 5



work. My passion for science and strong work ethic make me confident in my ability to help lead AV Science Team. As VP of Communications, I would help our team members interact on a greater level, in addition to helping coordinate preparation for our events including Science Bowl and Science Olympiad. ____________________________________________________________________________________



VP OF RESOURCES: He/she aids the president in coordinating team placements and resolving conflicts, and also works with the treasurer to manage monetary resources.



Janel Lee Hey there, AVaST! My name’s Janel, and I’m a rising senior running for Vice President of Resources (don’t worry about reading this statement if you’ve already read mine for President). I want to share a little bit about myself before I go into my qualifications and experience for this position. I joined AVaST back in middle school because I had no idea what I wanted to do in the future and thought STEM was a good start. For the past 6 years, I grew up with AVaST, and it has not only helped me decide my career path but also helped me mature both as a person and a leader. I know that I share this experience with many of you, and as VP of Resources, my most important goal will be to make this experience a reality for many others. I’ve seen first-hand what it takes to run AVaST and have the proper hands-on experience to continue its success. I’ve been part of Team A/Purple in Science Olympiad for the past three years and have gotten top three at State, while I also reached the Silver Division in USACO and 2nd place at the Intel ISEF. Thus, competitively, I realize the importance of providing opportunities for our members. Most importantly, though, as a current officer, I’ve become familiar with the actual process of organizing club activities. Having been the President of Math Team, I was in charge of the planning and execution of Fall Start Up, NCCQM, Math Madness, AMC 10/12, and other events that have prepared me to handle the registration, preparation, and performance of our team for the Academic Pentathlon. I have the skills in organization, problem-solving, and resolving conflicts and have actually applied them. It’s also important to be flexible and dependable, and I learned through my experience as a SciOly captain this year, through which I planned meeting schedules, opened my house up for meetings, checked progress of teammates, and motivated members. I think, though, that in addition to qualifications and experience, what’s essential is dedication. I have been devoted to AVaST since middle school, and I can confidently say that AVaST is a lifechanging experience. Next year, we’ll be losing some very strong members of the team, and I have prepared myself to carry on the legacy. Next year I will actively work to recruit members, welcome both new and returning members, and become a reliable figure as President for our members. To lower costs, I have had experience in fundraising through Key Club, and having organized over ten different events that were all successful, I’ll do the same for Science Team. I know that a research division in Science Team has been debated but never implemented, but going to ISEF for me was a major highlight in my high school career. Unfortunately, only a few people from Science Team entered science fairs this year, so next year, I will continue to promote summer programs but also help students become involved in research for science fairs. I really love our team. I still remember being part of the first team to ever make it to State and will actively work so that this continuous growth never ends. And although I do love the bits of nagging teammates to work or eating pizza together or stalking members to take photos at a competition...it’s the memories we make. I have committed myself to AVaST for the past few years and will continue to be hard-working for the upcoming year. Thanks for reading and I hope you consider Janel for Vice President of Resources! 6



Thi Nguyen I've been a part of Science Team for 3 years. I'm ready to take on a position of leadership and apply all that I've observed as a team member to leading. Science Olympiad means so much to me. I've served the team by being a member for 3 years, and now I cannot think of a better way to serve the team than to assist in leading it. What draws me to do Science Team every year is the incredible comradery that takes place. Some of us are friends who would keep each other company regardless of Science Team. Others are acquaintances who would not see each otherwise. All are very intelligent in diifferent, specialized ways, coming together to form a strong base of knowledge. Every year, we gather as a team to achieve a common goal. We come together annually, all wanting the same thing-to succeed and achieve as highly as possible. We all help where we can, whether it be scrounging up some duct tape for a build event, or subbing at States to cover all the events. This feeling of sacrifice, of mutual giving, is a rare thing to find. But it is found here, at AVaST. That is why Science Team stands out to me. The three main things we need to improve in order to reach success this next year is: increasing the number of people trying out for Science Team, increasing AVaST presence on campus, and increasing commitment from the chosen team members. I believe we can achieve all these things next year. Thank you! Steven Chang Hello everyone, As a three year veteran in Science Team, I've taken every opportunity offered to me. I've done Science Olympiad and Science Bowl for three years, and most of the Science Pentathalon. I've gained great friends. What I've noticed is that all of our members have had the same goal: to learn and enjoy science (and win competitions, of course). I haven't always won (in fact, its a one-time event, courtesy to Ria Shroff and Ishan Agrawal), but I have always tried my best (stayed up 'til 2 the day of Science Olympiad). Now, I want to apply my efforts towards the team, to offer all of you opportunities that will help you achieve your goals. As VP, I will promptly relay important information ASAP and will do my absolute best to choose teams appropriately and react to conflicts with intelligent solutions (not that they're alive). Don't worry, I won't spontaneously combust during these reactions ;). Anyways, enjoy your last weeks of school! :D Sandhya Kalavacherla Hello, AVaST! My name is Sandhya Kalavacherla and I am running to be the next Vice President of Resources. I will be a great addition to the team because I work well in teams and I am ready to assist the president in various responsibilities, such as coordinating team placements and resolving conflicts. In addition, I will work closely with the treasurer to oversee financial affairs, such as fundraisers and expenses. I’ve had a lot of experience in managing resources, enlisting support and coordinating events. —I recently held a meet and greet campaign promotion event for Congressman Eric Swalwell, in which I facilitated the interaction of Congressman Swalwell with his constituents. —I co-coordinated a Quiz Bowl tournament last year and fundraised over $400 —I am part of DECA’s Public Relations team, through which I have met with numerous CEOs of corporations and local businesses and partnered with them. My team and I have raised over $1000 for DECA through partnerships, endorsements and donations. —I coordinated a fundraiser this year to help support the victims of the recent typhoon in the Philippines —I work as a math and science TA at Summit Tutoring and earn my own money, which has taught me the value of money and money management. Also, I learned how to deal with 7



conflicts and concerns calmly and effectively though meeting with the parents of the students at Summit Tutoring. —I co-founded and was co-president of the Harvest Park Debate Club last year —I led a campaign to promote safer traffic measures in the community and worked closely with Pleasanton’s traffic engineer, Mike Tassano. My efforts helped install safer traffic measures in Pleasanton. My interest in science is evident in my activities. —I have participated in Alameda County Science and Engineering Fair for the last three years and have won top honors in the categories of behavioral sciences, biological sciences and medicine/health. —I work at Chabot Space and Science Center where I teach science to people of various ages. All of my endeavors show my ability to pool my resources and hold successful events and fundraisers. I have become extremely organized and good with deadlines. Through my contributions in resource management and event planning, I hope to be able to help AVaST pursue more activities and open the wonderful opportunities that Science Team brings to the students of Amador! Please consider me for your vote! Thanks! ____________________________________________________________________________________



TREASURER: He/she maintains the team budget and also coordinates grants and fundraisers. Sandhya Kalavacherla Hello, AVaST! My name is Sandhya Kalavacherla and I am running to be the next Treasurer. I will be a great addition to the team because I work well in teams and I am ready to maintain the team budget and also coordinates grants and fundraisers. In addition, I will work closely with the VP of Resources to oversee resource management and coordinated fundraisers and events. I also really enjoy math and excel in advanced math classes at school. I’ve had a lot of experience in coordinating events and fundraisers —I recently held a meet and greet campaign promotion event for Congressman Eric Swalwell, in which I facilitated the interaction of Congressman Swalwell with his constituents. —I co-coordinated a Quiz Bowl tournament last year and fundraised over $400 —I am part of DECA’s Public Relations team, through which I have met with numerous CEOs of corporations and local businesses and partnered with them. My team and I have raised over $1000 for DECA through partnerships, endorsements and donations. —I coordinated a fundraiser this year to help support the victims of the recent typhoon in the Philippines —I work as a math and science TA at Summit Tutoring and earn my own money, which has taught me the value of money and money management. Also, I learned how to deal with conflicts and concerns calmly and effectively though meeting with the parents of the students at Summit Tutoring. —I co-founded and was co-president of the Harvest Park Debate Club last year —I led a campaign to promote safer traffic measures in the community and worked closely with Pleasanton’s traffic engineer, Mike Tassano. My efforts helped install safer traffic measures in Pleasanton. My interest in science is evident in my activities. —I have participated in Alameda County Science and Engineering Fair for the last three years and have won top honors in the categories of behavioral sciences, biological sciences and medicine/health. —I work at Chabot Space and Science Center where I teach science to people of various ages. 8



All of my endeavors show my ability to hold successful events and fundraisers. I have become extremely organized and good with money.Through my contributions in resource management and event planning, I hope to be able to help AVaST pursue more activities and open the wonderful opportunities that Science Team brings to the students of Amador! Please consider me for your vote! Thanks! ____________________________________________________________________________________



SECRETARY: He/she manages communication through email, meetings, club member contacts, and attendance. NOTE: The Secretary MUST currently be a freshman or a sophomore. This is to ensure that representatives of lower grades will be experienced and ready for leadership roles in the future.



Catherine Tu Hello! My name is Catherine Tu. I will be a junior next year, and I'm running for Secretary. I've participated in Science Team events since freshman year, and this year I've participated in events such as USACO open, USABO open, and AV Novice Quizbowl. I would like to become an officer next year to involve myself more in Science Team. A love for science and the initiative to take responsibility and lead others are two important aspects for somebody who wants to be an officer of the Science Team. I have already taken the initiative to spread my passion for science and instruct others: this summer, I have been selected to intern in science at a university. I also have a mastery of science, having taken and performed well in AP Chemistry and AP Biology, and I will soon have a solid foundation in AP Computer Science as well. I have also been a leader in other areas as well, which have allowed me to develop my personal character traits. As a chief editor and an intern at organizations and newspapers involved with connecting different cultures bridging the cultures of America and China, I am responsible for overseeing tasks and organizing materials, and I am used to working with deadlines. Having been a Key Club officer and as a vice-president of French Honor Society in the coming year, I can skillfully complete the tasks required of an officer in an on-campus club, and my peers believe that I am able to successfully lead them to achieve their goals or to learn more about the world. As the Director of Operations of Imaginarium, an innovation competition, I am able to effectively plan and manage competitive events and resources. I want to bring these skills to lead Science Team, especially since I absolutely love science and I plan to develop a career in this area. I also want to help other students achieve their goals and to foster an interest in science, and I feel that I would be able to do this best as an officer of Science Team. I hope to share my knowledge and enthusiasm for science with Science Team as a leader. Thank you very much, and vote for Catherine as your Secretary! Thi Nguyen I've been a part of Science Team for 3 years. I'm ready to take on a position of leadership and apply all that I've observed as a team member to leading. Science Olympiad means so much to me. I've served the team by being a member for 3 years, and now I cannot think of a better way to serve the team than to assist in leading it. What draws me to do Science Team every year is the incredible comradery that takes place. Some of us are friends who would keep each other company regardless of Science Team. Others are acquaintances who would not see each otherwise. All are very intelligent in diifferent, specialized ways, coming together to form a strong base of knowledge. Every year, we gather as a team to achieve a common goal. We come together annually, all wanting the same thing-to succeed and achieve as highly as possible. We all help where we can, whether it be scrounging up some duct tape for a build event, or 9



subbing at States to cover all the events. This feeling of sacrifice, of mutual giving, is a rare thing to find. But it is found here, at AVaST. That is why Science Team stands out to me. The three main things we need to improve in order to reach success this next year is: increasing the number of people trying out for Science Team, increasing AVaST presence on campus, and increasing commitment from the chosen team members. I believe we can achieve all these things next year. Thank you! Kelly Chen I plan to run for the positions of VP of Communications and Secretary. I would be a good candidate for either of these positions because I have strong writing skills, a necessary talent for communicating with the Science Team through text (i.e. email). Additionally, I've participated in a competition called Odyssey of the Mind for five years, qualifying for the World Finals for the last three, so I have plenty of experience with Build events. I also experienced the wonders of three different study events in my SciOly year at Harvest Park (last year, when I was in 8th grade), which gave me a taste of the type of dedication that something like Science Team demands. One major improvement I would suggest for SciOly and, indeed, Science Team in general, is modifying the meetings so that they are more productive, either by reducing the amount of time spent in meetings (by shortening the meeting times or by decreasing the frequency of the meetings) or by increasing the amount of work available to the team members each meeting. The main problem right now is that many SciOly members aren't attending the meetings because there simply isn't enough important content each meeting to warrant spending their lunchtime sitting in a classroom instead of doing homework or chatting with friends outside. With these proposed changes in effect, however, we can expect to see a drastic improvement in attendance for both the seasoned SciOly contributors and the fresh new additions to the team. Some may think that since I'm a relatively inexperienced applicant for these positions (a freshman this year), I would not be as strong a choice for officer as an older candidate might be. However, I argue that this only proves my talent and dedication to SciOly, as I made the team as a freshman, I placed 4th in the Elastic Launched Glider event as a freshman (and with a fellow freshman as a partner, no less), and I decided to run for office when I'm still just a freshman. True, I'll only be a sophomore next year, but that doesn't make me any less qualified to run for these positions. I have the skill and the motivation to be a great VP of Communications or Secretary next year, so vote for Kelly J. Chen. Varun Govil I would like to be your secretary next year and I believe that I am the most qualified candidate for this position. To be a secretary, one needs to be organized and committed to the Science Team. I believe that my current performance in my AP science classes shows that I have both the skills and knowledge required to be a competent secretary. In addition, my strong work ethic and commitment to improving give me confidence in my ability to help be part of the leadership team. My previous experience as Internal Operations manager for Capture the Dream has given me he skills necessary to fulfill this position. As secretary, I would greatly improve the efficiency of our weekly meetings and help ensure greater access for our competitions. It would also be my responsibility to help keep a good reputation of the club among our members and the school as a whole. Thank you for your support.
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